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Finger Print Authorized Guard Key Encryption for Network Security
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Abstract: A Biometric trait Finger print is integrated with cryptographic techniques for more secured
authentication. The double encryption techniques make the system more robust in data transmission. Guard
key generation as one time password provides high level security to the system. The proposed algorithm
enhances security, efficiency, effectiveness and reduces storage overhead, design complexity. It prevents
malicious attacks, DoS attacks, data theft and cyber crimes. It protects owners' data privacy without sacrificing
the usability and accessibility of the information in large data base.
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INTRODUCTION Effectiveness: It enables effectively perform the data

Authentication and secured data transmission is which is decrypted by user.
challenging now a days. Biometric trait Finger Print is Efficiency: It reduces overhead of computation
integrated  with  Cryptographic  technique  for  secured and/or storage aspects to data owner and users,
and authenticated data transmission [1-4]. This paper while keeping the extra cost of processing encrypted
introduces  guard  key  generation  which provides image samples on network as small as possible.
secured authentication and double encryption algorithm Extensibility: In addition to data reconstruction
prevents  DoS  attacks,  malicious  attacks, Cyber Crimes service, it made possible to support other extensible
[5, 6]. service interfaces and even performance.Hence the

This algorithm is robust, secured hybrid system or algorithm gets this finger print as the input
authentication for data transmission. Double and convert and store it in its database as some byte
cryptographic techniques are used for secured data codes. After the registration by the users provided
transmission. The encrypted data of original data using finger print, the system generates random key i.e.
the finger print of the authorized owner before actual guard key to authorize user. After receiving the guard
encryption produces pre-encrypted data [7, 8]. key the user gets authorized by their finger print and

Then the pre-encrypted data is encrypted again by the guard key. Now the user undergoes a pre-
using the guard key and sends associated guard key to encryption process which encrypts the original data
network. Next, the network reconstructs the entire process by using the byte codes generated by his finger
in a reverse order and makes it easy to avail at the user prints for secured transmission. This pre-encrypted
end  directly over the encrypted data [9] and sends data is encrypted again by RSA algorithm using
original data to authenticated users. guard key [10].

Design Metrics are: At the end of this process the users double

Security: The proposed System provides robust hence this authorization is performed by matching the
protection on both the private data samples and the finger print and the guard key [11]. Now after the system
content  of  the recovered data from the network recognizes  the  authorized  user  it will ask the user to
during the service flow [5]. once  again  enter the guard  key  in  order  to  retrieve  the

reconstruction service over the encrypted samples

encrypted data is transferred to untrusted network. And
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Pre- encrypted data which was encrypted just before the from the database as input for the encryption process and
transfer of the data over the network. After the retrieval of by using that finger print as key which is usually be in
the pre-encrypted data the user will be asked to insert his byte codes, the original data of the user is encrypted as to
finger in order to decrypt the pre-encrypted data to the produce the so called Pre-encrypted data [17,18].
original data by decrypting it using the byte codes as the And after the retrieval of the pre-encrypted data the
key is provided by RSA algorithm [12]. encryption module asks the user for the guard key which

This Algorithm provides solution to where the is generated by the RSA algorithm that needs to be
system requires high level of security using double implemented for the encryption of Pre-encrypted data into
cryptographic and security technique for the process of the secure and coded data which needs to be transferred,
transmitting, storing, manipulating and retrieving data stored, manipulated and accessed through a semi trusted
over any network. network.

Biometric trait finger print concept [13, 14] is Encryption module performs double encryption
introduced to make the system more robust since it process before the data transfer through the network and
cannot be forged, duplicated, lost or stolen. It prevents during the transfer of the data over the network [19, 20].
threats and vulnerabilities. It can be converted into byte
codes by using the proposed algorithm and then the byte Decryption Module: In this module the entire procedure
codes will be securely stored in the systems’ database for had taken place at the user retrieval. Thus in order to
authorization purpose. produce the original and intended data as it is without any

Guard Key Generation: Guard Key is used for be attained in the reverse order or vice versa as the
authentication which allows authorized users can only be encryption process. For the decryption process first the
to modify, access or manipulate any given data. user needs to be authorized then it will promote the

Guard key timeout procedure makes the system more decryption phase of the entire process. Since the
authenticated and the time allotted for a guard key to decryption process has to be done in the reverse order
remain attached with the desired system. If the guard key first the user has to apply the guard key or the random
is removed from the system or a wrong or unwanted guard key in order to retrieve the pre-encrypted data which was
key is introduced it will disable the entire subsequent encrypted before travelling through any semi trusted or
access with the system [15]. any untrusted network [21, 22]. Hence the data will be

The key generation is the fundamental and assured decrypted using guard key from the user. After the
way of generating encryption and decryption in the retrieval of the pre-encrypted data the user will be asked
classic manner. to input the authorized user finger print which will be

By using the generated key the authorised one can recognized as the ordinary image file [23] and will be
be able to encrypt and decrypt the desired content on an retrieved as the byte codes and will be given as the key
authorised way. The guard key is the one time random key for the decryption procedure.
in which each time if the same user access the system this The above transformation gives the blueprint of the
algorithm will produce different set of random keys which proposed algorithm. 
cannot be recognized and remembered or guessed by
even the authorized user of that system [16]. Algorithm: The random key can be generated K as the

Encryption:  Thus  the  encryption  module performs in the onetime used random algorithm. In our second
two different ways in which the user of the data uses it to algorithm the finger print is transformed to byte order
pre-encrypt the original data to produce the pre-encrypted codes which can happen by the following process as:
data even before it undergoes the actual encryption
process at the sender side. F(User);  M(F;User);

Hence the encryption module starts when the user
has been recognized as the authorized user (i.e. after the where the F denotes the finger print template of the user
Registration process). At this stage in order to encrypt and the M(F) denotes the image conversion of the finger
the data the user has to provide his or her finger print print as  byte  codes  of B and then it accomplishes the so

modification and error free, this decryption process has to

guard key. And it can be generated as by making use of
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Fig. 1: Architecture of Proposed System

called pre-encryption of the data from original data Y and Algorithm 2: Problem Transformation Step1
produces Y . And the third algorithm provides the Data: Finger print key and original Data1

technique for the encryption of the pre-encrypted data Y Result: Protected sample data from original1

and provides the actual encrypted data as the denoted Begin:
notation Y .The fourth algorithm can be used as the Picks K; Data from Input and F from Finger print or11

decryption phase since the entire pseudo procedure takes image;
place at the data retrieval side of the user. In this the Compute M(F) B
random key K and B the byte codes of the finger print of Return Y ;
the user gets authorization and when both the factors got
authorized it will decrypt the double encrypted data Y to Algorithm 3: Problem Transformation Step2 11

pre encrypted data Y . Then it accommodates the users Data: Transformation key and original pre-encrypted data1

finger print and computes the RSA[24] in order to decrypt Result: Protected sampled data from pre-encrypted data.
the pre-encrypted data Y  and produces the final and Begin:1

original data as the actual output as Y in the end of the Picks pre-encrypted data in Y and K in Algorithm 1;
fourth Algorithm, Computes RSA and Uses K as key;

Algorithm 1: Key Generation

Data: Security parameter guard key or Random key Data: Transformation key K and protected answer or the
generation finger print byte code
Result: Random(K); Result: data Y  of original problem 
Begin: Begin:

Uses to generate random Key (K); Picks K; F from K;
Uses to generate finger print as byte order codes; Compute RSA;

Satisfying the structure of K in Problem. Provide pre-encrypted data/Y ;
Return secret key K (P;F); Return Y;

1

Return transformed Y ;1

Algorithm 4: Original Answer Recovery

11

1
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Fig. 2: Proposed System

RESULTS

The following output modules listed is proved based on the proposed concept of this paper. Thus the results show
enhancement in efficiency, security, effectiveness, reduction in design complexity and storage overhead.

Fig. 3: Finger Print Authorization.

Users’ finger print authorization page is shown.

Fig. 4: Finger print to Byte Conversion
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Transformation of finger print to byte code conversion is shown here.

Fig. 5: Random / Guard Key Generation

Random or Guard key generation as one time password is displayed to authorized user.

Fig. 6: Login / Authorization Screen

Login and Authorization Home Page is shown.

Fig. 7: RSA Key Generation
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Hence by using the concept of guard key technique the network threats like denial of service, data theft, key theft
and other cyber crimes can be prevented. And thus this could prevent the unauthorized access of all the data contents
from all the hackers.

Future Enhancements: This project can be implemented in Cloud Network to manage scalability in large database. It can
also implement in real time system. Other techniques can be included to enhance different levels of security in the system
are bar code, qcode technique.

Fig. 8: RSA Key Input

Fig. 9: RSA Encryption and Decryption
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CONCLUSION 9. Candès, E. and T. Tao, 2005. ``Decoding by linear

This paper provides the concept of integrating 51(12): 4203-4215.
double encryption cryptographic algorithm and biometric 10. Candès, E. and T. Tao, 2006. ``Near-optimal signal
trait  with  guard  key  generation  to   achieve  the state- recovery from random projections: Universal
of-the-art algorithm in higher levels of security. All the encoding  strategies,''  IEEE  Trans. Inf. Theory,
non-biometric algorithms disadvantages like easily lost, 52(12): 5406-5425.
shared, stolen, guessed, forged or duplicated are avoided. 11. Candès, E. and M. Wakin, 2008. ``An introduction to
It eliminates DoS, malicious attacks, data theft, key theft, compressive  sampling,''  IEEE  Signal Proc. Mag.,
cyber crimes. It also prevents other vulnerabilities and 25(2): 21-30.
threats for the secured transmission of data. It also 12. (2009). Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus
securely transmission, storing, accessing, manipulating in Cloud Computing,  [Online]. Available:
data content over the network through secure and http://www.cloudsecurityalliance.org.
unsecure network paths. 13. Divekar, A. and O. Ersoy, 2009. ``Compact storage of

Hence this project is a better way of provoking and correlated data for content based retrieval, '' in Proc.
securing the data on the networks from various hackers. Asilomar Conf. Signals, Syst. Comput., pp: 109-112.
RSA algorithm also makes the system more robust. 14. Donoho, D., 2006. ``Compressed sensing,'' IEEE
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